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Cluster Prediction for Opinion Dynamics
from Partial Observations
Zehong Zhang, and Fei Lu
Abstract—We present a Bayesian approach to predict the
clustering of opinions for a system of interacting agents from
partial observations. The Bayesian formulation overcomes the
unobservability of the system and quantifies the uncertainty in
the prediction. We characterize the clustering by the posterior
of the clusters’ sizes and centers, and we represent the pos-
terior by samples. To overcome the challenge in sampling the
high-dimensional posterior, we introduce an auxiliary implicit
sampling (AIS) algorithm using two-step observations. Numerical
results show that the AIS algorithm leads to accurate predictions
of the sizes and centers for the leading clusters, in both cases
of noiseless and noisy observations. In particular, the centers
are predicted with high success rates, but the sizes exhibit a
considerable uncertainty that is sensitive to observation noise
and the observation ratio.
Index Terms—Clustering prediction, opinion dynamics,
Bayesian approach, state space model, sequential Monte Carlo
I. INTRODUCTION
C
LUSTERING behavior in a network of interacting agents
or particles arises in a vast range of disciplines [1]–[3].
In the context of opinion dynamics of social networks, local
interactions among agents cause opinions to evolve, formu-
lating one or more clusters of opinions. While the striking
phenomenon of consensus (one cluster) has attracted long-
standing interest, non-consensus clustering, in which multiple
stable clusters coexist, has attracted increasing interest to
resemble the real-life social network [4]–[7]. Such clustering
of opinions or communities have a profound impact on the
network, so it is of great importance to predict these clusters
from observations, which are often partial, at an early stage.
We investigate the prediction of clusters for multi-agent
opinion dynamics with multiple clusters, from short-time
partial observations which may be contaminated by noise. In
particular, our objective is to predict the sizes and centers of
the leading clusters. We assume the system is known (we refer
to [8]–[10] and the references therein for the learning of the
governing equation from data). To predict the clustering, one
may estimate all agents’ current opinions and use them as an
initial configuration for prediction. However, we show that it is
an ill-posed inverse problem to estimate the current state from
partial observations (widely-studied as observability in control,
see e.g., [11]). We propose a Bayesian formulation to make
the problem well-posed: we estimate the posterior distribution
of the states conditional on the observations. We represent the
posterior by samples, which provide initial configurations for
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prediction. This procedure yields a posterior for the clusters’
sizes and centers, quantifying the uncertainty in prediction.
The major challenge in the Bayesian approach is to gen-
erate samples for the high-dimensional posterior. Due to the
intrinsic symmetry of the nonlinear opinion dynamics, the
non-Gaussian posterior has multiple local extrema, which
posed a hurdle for the performance of Sequential Monte
Carlo(SMC) methods [12]–[14], including the optimal (one-
step-observation) importance sampling methods such as im-
plicit sampling [15]. The symmetry between the agents also
prevents the feedback control or nudging methods [16]–[22]
based on dominating modes in the observation.
We overcome the challenge by introducing an Auxiliary
Implicit Sampling (AIS) algorithm that makes use of two-step
observations, which is a sequential Monte Carlo method that
combines the ideas from auxiliary particle filters [23], implicit
sampling [15] and feedback control [20]. We also introduce
an MCMC-move step to reduce sample degeneracy and an
information move step to reject non-physical samples.
Numerical tests show that our AIS algorithm leads to
accurate prediction of the sizes and centers for the leading
clusters, in both cases of noiseless and noisy observations. In
particular, the centers of the leading clusters are predicted with
a high success rate, but the size of the leading cluster exhibits
a considerable uncertainty that is sensitive to observation noise
and the observation ratio. Our AIS algorithm brings improve-
ment to implicit sampling, and both outperform the sequential
importance sampling with resampling (SIR) method.
The exposition in our manuscript proceeds as follows. In
Section II, we define clusters for opinion dynamics with local
interactions, prove that the inverse problem of state estimation
from partial observation is ill-posed, and propose a Bayesian
formulation for cluster prediction. To represent the posterior,
we introduce in Section III an auxiliary implicit sampling
algorithm that designs importance densities based on two-
step observations. Section IV examines the performance of
the AIS algorithm in numerical simulations. Finally, Section
V concludes the paper with discussions.
II. BAYESIAN APPROACH TO CLUSTER PREDICTION
Consider a group of N agents, each with an opinion at time
t quantified by xit ∈ Rd, interacting with each other according
to a first-order difference system:
xit+1 − xit =
α
N
N∑
j=1
φ(‖xjt − xit‖)(xjt − xit). (1)
Here, the positive constant α is a scaling parameter and the
interaction kernel φ is a non-negative function supported on
2[0, R]. The agents interact locally, only with those opinions
that are “close” in the sense that the pairwise distance ‖xit −
xjt‖ is less than R, with the strength of interaction the kernel.
Our goal is to predict the clustering of the system, particu-
larly the sizes and the centers of the leading clusters, supposing
that we only observe the trajectories of N1 of the N agents for
a relatively short time, far before the system forms clusters.
In this section, we provide a quantitative definition for
clustering and discuss clustering prediction from partial ob-
servations. We show that it is an ill-posed inverse problem
to predict the clustering by estimating all agents’ trajectories.
We introduce a Bayesian approach to make the problem well-
posed, providing a probabilistic quantification of the uncer-
tainty in the prediction.
A. Definition of clusters
Due to the local interaction between agents, clusters of
opinions will emerge, in which each agent only interacts with
agents within the same cluster. More precisely, we define the
system is in a clustered status as follows:
Definition 1 (Clustered status): Let xt ∈ RdN be the state
of the system (1) with a local interaction kernel φ supported
on [0, R]. We say the system is clustered if the index set
{1, 2, . . . , N} of agents can be partitioned into disjoint clusters
C1(t), ..., Cm(t) such that for any i ∈ Ck1(t) and j ∈ Ck2(t):
(i) if k1 = k2, then ‖xit − xjt‖ < R,
(ii) if k1 6= k2, then ‖xit − xjt‖ > R.
An essential feature of the clustered status is that it is
invariant in time: a clustered system will remain clustered
with the same clusters. In particular, each cluster is isolated
from other clusters; in each cluster, the agents formulate
a self-contained dynamics and concentrate towards a local
consensus, the center of the cluster, since the interaction
is symmetric (we refer to [3] for detailed discussions on
clustering for local interactions). We summary this invariant
feature as a property of the system.
Property 1 (Invariants of a clustered system): Suppose that
at time tc, the system (1) is clustered into {C1, ..., CK}. Then,
the system will remain clustered with the same clusters for all
t ≥ tc. In particular, the sizes and the centers of the clusters
are invariant in time: for all t ≥ tc,
|Ck| : = |Ck(t)| = |Ck(tc)|,
xCk : =
1
|Ck(t)|
∑
i∈Ck(t)
xit =
1
|Ck(t)|
∑
i∈Ck(t)
xitc .
(2)
for each k = 1, . . . ,K , where |Ck| and xCk denote the size
(number of agents) and center (mean opinion of agents) of
cluster Ck, respectively.
These invariants characterize the clustering (the large time be-
havior) of the opinion system. Therefore, our goal of clustering
prediction is to estimate these invariants: the sizes and centers
of the clusters, particularly those of the largest clusters.
B. Cluster identification from partial observations
In practice, it is often the case that we can only observe
or track partial of the agents. We consider the case that
TABLE 1
Notation of variables in the state-space model
Notation Description
x = (x1, ..., xN ) ∈ RdN state variable of the system
Hx = (x1, ..., xN1), Hix = x
i opinions of observed agents
Gx = (xN1+1, ..., xN ) opinions of unobserved agents
|Ci| and xCi size and center of cluster Ci
x1:t = (x1, ..., xt) ∈ RtdN trajectory of all agents
z1:t = (x1, ..., xt) ∈ RtdN1 trajectory of observed agents
N1 out of the N agents are observed, with z1:T ∈ RTdN1
denoting their trajectories. We will consider either noiseless
or noisy observations. The original model (1), together with
an observation equation, can be written as the following state
space model: {
xt+1 = g(xt),
zt = Hxt + ξt,
(3)
where g(xt) is the right-hand-side of (1), and H : R
dN →
R
dN1 is a projection operator mapping the vector of opinions
of all agents to its observed part. Without lost of generality,
we assume that the first N1 agents are observed. For simplicity
of notation, we denote Hx = (x1, ..., xN1) ∈ RdN1 with
H = [IdN1 | 0 × IdN2 ] and with Hix = xi as the i-th
observed agent. Similarly, for the unobserved agents, we define
projection operator G : RdN → RdN2 from the state x to
its unobserved part, denoting Gx = (xN1+1, ..., xN ) ∈ RdN2
with G = [0× IdN1 | IdN2 ] and with Gix = xN1+i as the i-th
unobserved agent. We summarize the notation in Table 1.
To predict the clustering, which is the large time behavior
of the dynamics, based on observations up to time T , a natural
idea is to (i) estimate the state of the system at time T , and
(ii) use the estimated state as an initial condition for a long
time simulation until the system is clustered. For Step (i), one
may wish to find a trajectory of the state variable that fits the
observation data. However, the following section shows that
even with noiseless partial observations, it is an ill-posed in-
verse problem to identify the trajectory x1:T from observation
z1:T . Also, whereas a regularization can make the problem
well-posed in a variational approach, it leads to a challenging
high-dimensional optimization problem on the path space and
there may be many local minima caused by the symmetry of
the system. Instead, we adopt a Bayesian approach that avoids
high-dimensional optimization and quantifies the uncertainty
in prediction.
C. State estimation and observability
In general, it is an ill-posed inverse problem to estimate the
trajectory of all agents from partial noiseless observations. We
demonstrate this by an example of symmetric trajectories and
by proving that the unobserved trajectories can not be uniquely
determined in linear systems, referred to as unobservability
in control (see e.g., [11]), when more than one agents are
unobserved.
The next example shows that as long as more than two
agents are unobserved, there could be symmetric trajectories,
making it an ill-posed problem to identify the trajectories.
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Fig. 1: Illustration of symmetric trajectories: same observed trajectories (blue
points) are generated from different configurations (with different unobserved
trajectories in green). The color changes from light to dark to indicate time
increasing from initial to end-time of observation.
Example 1 (Symmetric trajectories): Consider a system with
N = 4 agents in R2 and suppose that we observe N1 = 2 of
them. Figure 1 illustrates that two different configurations can
lead to the same observations. The symmetric positions of the
two unobserved agents canceled out their different influence
on the observed agents.
The following theorem show that it is an ill-posed problem
to estimate the states of the system when more than one agents
is unobserved in the case of linear systems.
Theorem 1 (Observability for linear opinion dynamics):
Consider the linear dynamics with φ ≡ 1 in (1), and suppose
that we observed the trajectory of N1 agents. Then, the trajec-
tories of the unobserved agents can be uniquely determined if
and only if
N1 ≥ N − 1.
Proof 1: We only need to consider N1 ≤ N − 1. We can
write the system as{
xt+1 = αAxt + xt,
zt = Hxt,
where A ∈ RdN × RdN is a constant matrix,
A =

c1Id c2Id · · · c2Id
c2Id c1Id · · · c2Id
...
...
. . .
...
c2Id c2Id · · · c1Id

with c1 = − (N−1)N and c2 = 1N . By the observability theory
[11], the trajectory x1:T can be uniquely determined from the
observations z1:T if and only if rank (W ) = dN , where
W :=
[
HT | ATHT | ... | (AT )n−1HT ] .
To compute rank(W ), note that AT = A and A = QΛQT ,
where Λ = diag(−Id(N−1), 0× Id) and Q is a unitary matrix.
Recalling that H = [IdN1 | 0 × IdN2 ], we have (AT )kHT =
(−1)k−1AHT for k = 1, . . . , n− 1. Thus,
rank(W ) = rank([HT | AHT ]) = (N1 + 1)× d.
D. Bayesian estimation of states and clusters
In a Bayesian approach, we view the states and the in-
variants of the clusters as random variables and we aim to
represent their posteriors conditional on the observations.
TABLE 2
Notation of variables in the Bayesian approach
Notation Description
p(x1:T | z1:T ), posterior of x1:T conditional on z1:T
p̂(x1:T | z1:T ) empirical approximation of p(x1:T | z1:T )
{x
(s)
1:t , w
(s)
t
} samples and weights
p(|Ci| | z1:T ), p(xCi | z1:T ) posteriors of |Ci| and xCi
We begin by writing the system in the form of a state space
model: {
xt+1 = g(xt) + ǫt, x1 ∼ µ(·),
zt = Hxt + ξt,
(4)
where the state-noise ǫt and observation-noise ξt are 0 in
the noiseless case. When these two noise terms are zero, the
randomness of the states comes from the initial distribution µ.
Conditional on observations z1:T , we denote by p(|Ci| | z1:T ),
and p(xCi | z1:T ) the posteriors of the size and center of cluster
Ci, and similarly for the state variables, as in Table 2.
These posteriors of the invariants depend on the initial
distribution as well as the system, and can not be expressed
analytically in general. They depend on the posterior of the
state p(x1:T | z1:T ), particularly p(xT | z1:T ) when the
opinion dynamics is deterministic. The analytical expression
of these posteriors of the state variables may be available, but
they are high-dimensional and non-Gaussian.
We approximate these distributions by Monte-Carlo meth-
ods: we draw a set of weighted samples (with normalized
weights), {x(s)1:t , w(s)t }s∈{1,...,S}, by a sequential Monte Carlo
method (to be introduced in the next section) from the target
distribution p(x1:T | z1:T ), and obtain empirical approx-
imations of these distributions. For instance, the posterior
p(xT | z1:T ) is approximated by
p̂(xT | z1:T ) =
S∑
s=1
w
(s)
T δx(s)
T
(x).
By running the original system from each of the samples
{x(s)T } until the status of clustered, we obtain weighted sam-
ples for the invariance of clusters {x(s)Ci , w
(s)
T }s∈{1,...,S} and
{|C(s)i |, w(s)T }s∈{1,...,S}. With these weighted samples, we have
the empirical posterior to quantify the uncertainty in cluster
prediction: 
p̂(xCi | z1:T ) =
S∑
s=1
w
(s)
T δx(s)
Ci
(xCi),
p̂(|Ci| | z1:T ) =
S∑
s=1
w
(s)
T δ|C(s)
i
|
(|Ci|).
(5)
With the weighted sample, we can efficiently approximate
statistics by the samples. For example, the expectations of the
size and center of cluster Ci are
E(xCi) ≈ x̂Ci :=
S∑
s=1
x
(s)
Ci
· w(s)T ,
E(|Ci|) ≈ |̂Ci| :=
S∑
s=1
|C(s)i | · w(s)T .
(6)
4III. SAMPLING THE POSTERIOR
To initiate the ensemble simulation for prediction, we draw
samples from the conditional distribution of the current state,
p(xT | z1:T ), which is the marginal distribution of the posterior
distribution p(x1:T | z1:T ). This posterior is high-dimensional,
nonlinear and non-Gaussian, therefore it is difficult to sample
directly, even when its analytical form is explicitly available.
We will adopt a Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) strategy
(we refer to [12] for a review), with a combination of im-
plicit sampling [15] and Auxiliary particle filtering, and some
specialized MCMC-move and information-move.
To avoid degenerate distributions, we introduce noises to the
state-space model (4) from section II-D by setting the noises
ǫt and ξt to be i.i.d. Gaussian,{
xt+1 = g(xt) + ǫt, x1 ∼ µ(·),
zt = Hxt + ξt.
A. Sequential Monte Carlo sampling
The SMC methods, or particle filters, are a set of sequential
importance sampling algorithms that approximates the high
dimensional distribution p(x1:t | z1:t) by its empirical distri-
bution from weighted samples {x(s)1:t , w(s)t }s∈{1,...,S}:
p̂(x1:t | z1:t) := 1∑S
s=1 w
(s)
t
S∑
s=1
w
(s)
t δx(s)1:t
(x),
where δ is Dirac delta mass. The samples {x(s)1:t} are drawn
from an importance distribution q(x1:t | z1:t) and the weights
are computed from
w(x1:t | z1:t) = p(x1:t | z1:t)
q(x1:t | z1:t) . (7)
The key idea of SMC is to generate the weighted samples
sequentially from a recursive importance density,
q(x1:t | z1:t) = q(x1)
t∏
k=2
q(xk | x1:k−1, z1:k), (8)
which is constructed based on the recursive representation of
the posterior distribution:
p(x1:t | z1:t) = p(x1:t−1 | z1:t−1)p(xt | xt−1)p(zt | xt)
p(zt | z1:t−1) , (9)
That is, at time t, conditional on previous samples
{x(s)1:t−1, w(s)t−1}s∈{1,...,S}, one generates weighted samples
{x(s)t } from importance densities {q(xt | x(s)1:t−1, z1:t)} and
compute their weights by
w
(s)
t = w
(s)
t−1 ·
p(zt | x(s)t ) · p(x(s)t | x(s)t−1)
q(x
(s)
t | x(s)1:t−1, z1:t)
. (10)
Clearly, the above weight w
(s)
t is proportional to the ana-
lytical weight w(x
(s)
1:t | z1:t) since p(x(s)1:t | z1:t) ∝ p(x(s)1:t−1 |
z1:t−1) · p(x(s)t | x(s)t−1)p(zt | x(s)t ) and q(x(s)1:t | z1:t−1) =
q(x
(s)
1:t−1 | z1:t−1) · q(x(s)t | x(s)1:t−1, z1:t).
Due to the recursive computation in (10), all but a few of
the weights will be almost zero as t increases, and this is
called sample degeneracy [12]. As a result, the variance of
our estimation {x(s)t } may increase exponentially with t (see
e.g. [24]). Resampling techniques are widely used to reduce
sample degeneracy: it replaces samples with relatively low
weights by samples with relatively high weights. A simple
resampling technique is to define effective sample size (ESS)
[25] by ESSt = (
∑S
i=1 w
(i)
t )
2/(
∑S
i=1(w
(i)
t )
2). If at time
t, ESSt reaches below a threshold (typically
S
2 ), then one
resamples. In our study, we use the resample algorithm in
[26], i.e. Sample u ∼ U[0, 1
s
] and define a set of real number
{Uj := u + j − 1
S
}j=1,...,S . Then count the number of the
set {Uj |
∑i′−1
i=1 w
(i)
t∑s
i=1 w
(i)
t
≤ Uj ≤
∑i′
i=1 w
(i)
t∑s
i=1 w
(i)
t
} as the number of
’children’ of sample x(i
′).
The essential of SMC methods is the design of importance
densities, so that all samples have (almost) equal weights
in each recursive step while staying on the trajectories with
high likelihood. The algorithm based on a simple choice
of q(xt | x1:t−1, z1:t) = p(xt | xt−1), often referred
as sequential importance sampling with resampling (SIR),
performs poorly (see section section IV-C). Inspired by the
ideas of implicit sampling (see Section III-C) and Auxiliary
particle filtering, we propose to construct Gaussian importance
densities by a combination of them (see Section III-C). To
rejuvenate the samples, we will also introduce MCMC-move
and information-move algorithms, which will be discussed in
Section III-D and III-E, respectively.
B. Optimal one-step importance sampling
The one-step optimal importance density, which is the one-
step posterior density that combines the prior from the state
model and the likelihood of observation, is
qopt(xt | x1:t−1, z1:t) = p(zt | xt) · p(xt | xt−1)
p(zt | xt−1) . (11)
It is optimal in the sense that it leads to minimum variance
in the incremental weights in (7). In general, it is difficult
to draw samples from the optimal importance density and
implicit sampling [15], [27] can efficiently draw samples in
the high probability region. Thanks to the simple Gaussian
structure of the noises ǫt and ξt in the state-space model (4),
the optimal importance density is Gaussian and can be sampled
directly. We can follow the procedure implicit sampling [15] to
compute the mean and variance of the Gaussian posterior: the
mean is the maximum a posteriori (MAP), and the variance is
the Hessian of the negative logarithm of the posterior. More
specifically, we compute the minimizer and Hessian of the
negative log function of p(zt | x)p(x | xt−1):
F (x) =
(zt −Hx)2
2ξ20,t
+
(x− g(xt−1))2
2ǫ20,t
.
5This function is quadratic and its minimizer, denoted by x∗t =
x∗(xt−1, zt) = [Hx
∗
t , Gx
∗
t ], is:
Hx∗t =
ǫ20,tzt + ξ
2
0,tHg(xt−1)
ǫ20,t + ξ
2
0,t
= Hg(xt−1) + αt(zt −Hg(xt−1)),
Gx∗t = Gg(xt−1),
(12)
where αt =
(ξ0,t/ǫ0,t)
2
(ξ0,t/ǫ0,t)2 + 1
depends on the ratio between
state-noise and observation-noise. The Hessian matrix of F (x)
is
Hess(F )i,j =

1
ξ20,t
+
1
ǫ20,t
, i = j ∈ {1, ..., N1},
1
ǫ20,t
, i = j ∈ {N1 + 1, ..., N},
0, otherwise,
(13)
Thus, the optimal importance density is Gaussian and can
be sampled directly:
q(xt | x1:t−1, z1:t) ∼ N (x∗t ,Hess(F )−1) (14)
with x∗t in (12) and with Hess(F ) in (13).
The center x∗t of the optimal importance density can be
viewed as an effort of nudging solutions to the observation
zt. More generally, one can replace αt(zt −Hg(xt−1)) by a
more general construction of the nudging term [20], [28]:
λtMt(zt −Hg(xt−1)), (15)
where λt ∈ R represents the nudging strength, and
Mt ∈ RdN×dN1 is called nudging matrix. Clearly, x∗t
can be put into this frame with a nudging matrix: Mt =
[IdN1×dN1;0dN2×dN1] and λt = αt, optimal in the sense of
maximizing the one-step posterior.
Though optimal for one-step sampling, the above impor-
tance density comes with drawbacks: the mean of the unob-
served variables, Gx∗t = Gg(xt−1), is simply a projection
of the forward equation from the previous state, without using
any information from the current observation zt. This can also
be seen from the nudging matrix in (15), in which a block
0dN2×dN1 does not provide any updates to the unobserved
variables. Empirically, one may seek a nudging matrix that up-
dates the unobserved variables to achieve better performance.
Since the next observation zt+1 is a function of the current
unobserved variables Gxt, it is natural to update Gxt using
the information in zt+1 as in auxiliary particle filter [23].
C. Auxiliary sampling with two observations
The auxiliary particle filter is an SMC algorithm that makes
use of the information from the next observation. To keep
the recursive form as in (9), we need to consider target
densities p(x1:t | z1:t+1) instead of p(x1:t | z1:t), and write it
recursively as
p(x1:t | z1:t+1) ∝ p(x1:t−1 | z1:t)
× p(xt | xt−1)p(zt | xt)p(zt+1 | xt)
p(zt | xt−1) ,
Since the analytical expression of p(zt+1 | xt) is unknown,
we approximate it by p(zt+1 | xt) ≈ p(zt+1 | g(xt)) and
obtain:
p̂(x1:t | z1:t+1) ∝ p̂(x1:t−1| z1:t)
× p(xt|xt−1)p(zt|xt)p(zt+1| g(xt))
p(zt| g(xt−1)) .
(16)
With an importance density q(xt | xt−1, zt:t+1) depending
on zt+1, the recursively updating weight becomes w(x1:t |
z1:t+1) = w(x1:t−1 | z1:t)α(xt−1:t, zt:t:1), where the associ-
ated incremental weight is given by:
α(xt−1:t, zt:t:1) =
p(xt|xt−1)p(zt|xt)p(zt+1|g(xt))
p(zt | g(xt−1))q(xt | xt−1, zt:t+1) . (17)
Next, we construct the importance density q(xt |
xt−1, zt:t+1) and draw samples from it. We start from the
negative log function of the posterior distribution p(zt+1 |
g(x)p(x | xt−1)p(zt | x):
F̂ (x) =
|zt+1 −Hg(x)|2
2ξ20,t
+
|x− g(xt−1)|2
2ǫ20,t
+
|zt −Hx|2
2ξ20,t
.
Since the state variable is high-dimensional and its compo-
nents being indistinguishable agents, it is difficult and com-
putationally costly to find the minimizer of F˜ , who is likely
to have multi-modes. This rules out a direct application of
implicit sampling. However, by a linear approximation of the
nonlinear function g(xt), we can directly construct a Gaussian
importance density q(xt | xt−1, zt:t+1) as the previous section.
We linearize Hg(x) at x∗t since it is the most likely position
before the next observation:
Hg(x) ≈ Hg(x∗t ) +∇Hg(x∗t )T (x − x∗t ),
where ∇Hg(x∗t ) ∈ RdN×dN1 is the gradient of Hg. In
practice, when the interaction function φ is piecewise constant,
the approximation of ▽Hg is computed in follows:
▽Hg(x) ≈ RIH(x) + LH(x) ∈ RdN×dN1, (18)
where the block matrices RIH(·) ∈ RdN×dN1 and LH(·) ∈
R
dN1×dN1 are composed by submatricesRIIi,j(·) and LIi,j(·) ∈
R
d×d, respectively:
R
IH
i,j (x) =
1
N
φ(||xi −Hjx||)Id,
L
H
i,j(x) =
 −
1
N
N∑
k=1
φ(||xk − xi||)Id, if 1 ≤ j = i ≤ N1,
0× Id, otherwise .
Then, F̂ (x) can be approximated by a quadratic function:
F˜ (x) =
∣∣zt+1 −Hg(x∗t )−∇Hg(x∗t )T (x− x∗t )∣∣2
2ξ20,t
+
|x− g(xt−1)|2
2ǫ20,t
+
|zt −Hx|2
2ξ20,t
=
1
2
yTAy − yT b+ C
